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L

a) A pa正cle travelling with constant speed on a circular path of

radius 7 m as shown in the figure, takes 20 s to complete one

revolution.

Assune that the particle passss the origin zしt t = 0,

i. Find the particle displacement and the average velocity

for the 5.O s interval from the end ofthe 5th second to the

end ofthe lOth second.

[06 m紬ks量

.ii.　What is the speed ofthe particle?

iii. Find the velocity ofthe particle atthe 5th and the lOth seconds.

iv. Find the velocity ofthe particle atthe 5th and血e10th seconds.

[02 m紅ks]

[04 m糾ks]

[04 marks]

b) A block ofmass m is pu11ed upward by a sl′ring oftension Talong a rough inclined plane. The

inclination of the plane is G and the kinetic frictional force between the plane and the object is

在
i. Indicate a11 forces acting on th《∋ block and distinguish conservative and non-

COnSerVative forces among them.

[04 m紬ks]

ii. Ifthe block is started at rest at the tOttOm Ofthe inclined plane initia11y, uSing only the

work-energy rela`ion obtain an expreSSion for the velocity ofthe block after it is pu11ed

a distance s. along the inclined planく3.

[05 marks]

i5IPaきe



2. A beaker ofmass l kg containing 2 kg ofwaterrests on a scale P as

shown in the figure. A metal block clf density 2×103 kg/m3 is

suspended on a spring scale (scale Q) which reads 2 kg. Then the

block is submergcd in water (density crf water lxlO3 kg血3’and

g二10ms‾Z)・

i. Calculate the buoyant force acting onthe block.

[03 marks]

ii. Find the new reading ofthe scale P’afler submerging the

block.

[05 marks]

iii. Find the new 「eading ofthe scale Q, after submerging the

もlock.

(‖

[03 marks]

iv. If the system is inside an elevator which is accelerated upward with 3 times the

gravitational acceleration’find the readings of both scales.

[08 marks]

v. Ifthe elevator is accelerated upv′ard with 3 times the gravitational acceleration’WOuld

the reading of scale Q be zero? ¥′erify your answer with necessary calculations.

[06 marks]

3. The figure shows a freely r6tatable whec=n which the axis of

rotation (SPin axis) lS also free to take any orientation by itself

One end ofthe axle ofthe wheel is grasped by a chain and the

other end is initially held as shown in the figure and then

released. The mass ofthe wheel is Wand assume that all mass

is distributed on the outer ring. Mass of the axle is negligible

compared to the wheel. The distance from the graspmg POlnt

to the center ofthe axle is r.

i. For the il-itial position ofthe ‘Vheel, Write down an

expression for the torque on the wheel using the glVen

information. Indicate the direction ofthe torque.

[02 marksl

ii. Ifthe wheel is not spmlng. Whjch type ofmotion is undergone by the wheel? Giving

e準re諒(一nS. brie母explain yOul anSWer

[02 marks]

iii. Ifthe wheel is set to spm around the horizontal axle in the counter cIockwise direction

as seen from the outside with angular frequency co and released’Which type of motion

is expected? Explain your answc‘r, briefly’With a suitable expression.

[08 marks]

iv. Sh。W ,hat the p闘。SSi。n angular frequency of the whee岬= # ; Where / is the

moment of inertia ofthe wheel around its axle and g is the acceleration due to gravity.

[06 marks]

Continue to next page....



co, aS Shown in the figure・ Obtain an expression for the precession

angular fiequency of the spinning top and compare it with the result

in part (iv). / is the moment of inertia about the symmetric rotating

axis ofthe top and ′・ is the distance t‘⊃ the center ofgravity ofthe top

v. AsymmetrictopofmassMisspimingwiththeangularfrequency　“

along the axis as shown in the figure.

[07 marks]
′着

a) A partlCle ofmass m moving wlth veloclty “O11ides with another mass ”’Which is at rest.

n「u l〃

i. Find the velocity ofthe Center ofMass (C.O.M) frame ofthe two particles・

ii. Find the velocity ofeach particle in the C.O.M frame before the collision.

iii. Write down the velocity ofeach parfucle after the collision in the C.O・M frame.

[05 marks]

b) A mass A of30 kg and speed ]00ms-一moving inthe +X direction makes an elastic and inclined

collision with a mass B of70 kg at rest. The mass B moves in a direction 600 to the +X direction

in the center ofmass frame ofthe system after the collision.

i.　Calculate the veloc亘y誹the C.O.M ofthe system.

ii. Calculate the velocit)′ Ofcach mass in C-O.M frame before the collision.

iii. Calculate thc veIocity ofeach mass in the C.O.M frame afier the collision.

102萱11a-●ks」

[04 marksl

[04 marks]

iv. Calculate the velocity o士・each mass) in the laboratory frame after the collision・

[10marks]

a) Show that t-1e mOment Ofinertia ofa thinしmiform disk ofradius A,and mass M around an axis

passing thr。ugh its 。。nt。r nOmal to the pl-ane Ofthe disk is三MR2.

[06 marks]

b) A thin uniform solid disk o†mass ”and radius #is fixed to a vertical shaft as shown in the

figure below. The shaft is attached to a coil spmg Which exerts a linear restomg torqしIe 。[‘

magnitude CO, Where G is the angle measured from the static equilibrium posltion and C IS a

constant. Neglect the mass of the shaft and the spring. Assume the bearings in the shaft to be

frictionless.

7十



(i) Show that the disk can undergo rotational simple hamonic motion.

(ii) Find the angular frequency (a’) and the time period (T) of血e motion.

[05 m狐ks]

[04 m狐ks]

c) Suppose that the disk is rotating acco].ding to O = Go sin(a,出仕Where aJ is the angular

frequency found in pa請(b) (ii). When thc‘ disk is passing its equilibriun position’a ring ofsticky

clay of mass ”and radius R is dropped concentrically on the disk

` (i) Find the maximum angular velocity ofthe disk when it is passing the equilibriun position

just before it gets the sticky clay ring on it.
[02 m狐ks]

用「lnd the new moment Ofinertia (左) ofthe system w皿the sticky clay ring on lt.
[03 m狐ks書

(iii)Find the new amplitude of.the moti{)n in tems of Oo

frequency, Phase constant and its havelling direction.

[05 m狐ks]

a) Consider the two waves, yl = CISin(短- a,t) and y2 = CISin(庇- ut +伊hattravel inthe

po sitive x_direction.

(i) Derive an expression for the resulrmt wave and whe down its amp皿de’angular

[08 m紬ks]

note. sln(c)十Sln(d)= 2sln(封o停)

(ii) Discuss how血e amplitude of the resultant wave depends on the phase difference (鉦

between the two waves yl and y2.

8lP種等e

[04 ma重出]



(iii)Two speakers (Sl and S2) driven by the same sound source, emit sound waves of 5 kHz in

air as shown in the figure below. CalcLしIate the distance Jr’Where the first order constmctive

interference takes place at point P. Assume that the speed ofsound in air is 343 m s-1.

「04冊話中

b) Two strings of linear mass densities〆u and /‘2(= 4牡) are joined together and stretched with

the same tension T A transverse wave pulse with amplitude A is created in the string with lower

density and it is moving towards the boundary ofthe two strings.

(i) Calculate the anplitudes of the reflected and transmitted waves.

[06m打貼]

(ii) Draw the shapes ofthe incident wave pulse and the corresponding reflected and

tran§mitted wave pulses.

[03 m狐ks]

当日)負きe


